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the "jackie chan theme" is quite odd. it sounds like someone scratching a record. in addition, there are many places in the game where the soundtrack stops and some strange, stuttering sound effects come on. sound is some of the best. i could listen to this game over and over again. i hate the missing
multiplayer, but otherwise this is a good game. however, its average at best. it doesnt work very well, and the controls are just too complicated. as i said earlier, its not an epic game by any means, but it is a fun game. the jackie chan movies arent really any good. the few jackie chan movies ive seen are much

better. it tries to emulate the 3d double dragon, but doesnt do it very well. stuntmaster should have been called double dragon 2: jackie chan, because its pretty much that. ive seen better games for free. this is just a fun, cheap game that i couldnt help but recommend. all in all, i think its a fun game with
some cool ideas, but its so bad that i just cant recommend it. if youre a hardcore fan of double dragon or jackie chan, its worth giving it a shot, but other than that, i think its pretty shallow. this isnt much of a game, but its pretty cool. i enjoy the fighting, and it certainly shows the some jackie chan movies. it

lacks depth and is better suited for the casual gamer. the game has a great, jackie chan theme as well. i dont think its worth buying, unless youve already paid for it, and its on sale. it really is a simple game. youll have to work at it, but once you figure it out, its a pretty fun game. there arent many levels, but
what there is is fun to play through. the jackie chan theme is good. but theres not much else to it. if you like double dragon, and jackie chan movies, youll enjoy this. but its not worth buying, unless youre a masochist.
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